Reminders

Students should come to class wearing minimal jewelry. Long earrings are especially unsafe. Students should also come with their hair pulled back and away from their face. Please label your dance shoes to help ensure they are not lost! Please no jeggings or midriff-baring tops! We also ask that students do not wear street shoes in the studio.

**Ballet/Pointe**

**Leotard** and **skirt/shorts** or fitted dance attire that is comfortable to move in.

Tops such as **tanks** or **fitted tees** are acceptable. Bottoms may include **shorts (with tights)**, **yoga or jazz capris** or **leggings**.

It is highly recommended that pointe dancers wear tights with their pointe shoes.

**Pink leather or canvas ballet slippers** (any brand)

(Pointe shoes are required for pointe. Students are allowed into pointe by teacher recommendation only! Your teacher will make recommendations about purchasing pointe shoes)
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Lyrical

Leotard and skirt/shorts or fitted dance attire that is comfortable to move in.

Tops such as tanks or fitted tees are acceptable. Bottoms may include shorts (with tights), yoga or jazz capris or leggings.

Nude jazz shoes, foot undies, or nude half sole shoes (any brand)
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**Jazz**

**Fitted dance attire** that is comfortable to move in.

Tops such as **tanks, leotards** or **fitted tees** are acceptable. Bottoms may include **shorts (with tights), yoga or jazz capris or leggings.**

**Lace-up or slip on black jazz shoes (any brand)**
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Acrobatics

A unitard, leotard and shorts or fitted dance attire that is comfortable to move in.

Tops such as tanks or fitted tees are acceptable. Bottoms may include shorts, yoga and jazz capris or leggings.

It is highly recommended that students wear a leotard or sports bra under their clothing.

Boys should wear a shirt long enough to tuck in with athletic shorts.

Students should be barefoot during class.
Tap

Fitted dance attire that is comfortable to move in.

Tops such as tanks, leotards or fitted tees are acceptable.
Bottoms may include shorts (with tights), yoga or jazz capris or leggings.

Beginner students: “Shiny” black tap shoes are acceptable. It is recommended that young students have elastics to replace slippery laces.

Intermediate/advanced students: Lace-up black oxford tap shoes (any brand)
Advanced students will no longer be wearing heeled shoes.
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Hip Hop

Loose or baggy clothing that you are comfortable moving in.

Tank tops, t-shirts, sweat pants, dance pants, shorts, athletic apparel, etc.

Beginner/intermediate students should have **black hip hop shoes**. (It is ok for young students to use black jazz shoes)

*New this year: Advanced Hip hop students should have “black double platinum sequin sneakers” (Converse style) dance shoes.*